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Abstract
A large superconducting machine, JT-60SA has been constructed to provide major contributions
to the ITER program and DEMO design. For the success of the ITER project and fusion reactor,
understanding and development of plasma controllability in ITER and DEMO relevant higher
beta regimes are essential. JT-60SA has focused the program on the plasma controllability for
scenario development and risk mitigation in ITER as well as on investigating DEMO relevant
regimes. This paper summarizes the high research priorities and strategy for the JT-60SA
project. Recent works on simulation studies to prepare the plasma physics and control
experiments are presented, such as plasma breakdown and equilibrium controls, hybrid and
steady-state scenario development, and risk mitigation techniques. Contributions of JT-60SA to
ITER and DEMO have been clarified through those studies.

Keywords: JT-60SA, plasma control, risk mitigation, scenario development

(Some figures may appear in color only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The major objectives of the JT-60SA project are to achieve
fully noninductive steady-state operations above the no-wall
ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability limits for a time
much longer than the current diffusion time, as well as scen-
ario development and risk mitigations for ITER. JT-60SA is a
large fully superconducting tokamak device with high plasma
current, Ip of 5.5 MA, high auxiliary power and long pulse
(Paux = 41 MW for 100 s), and highly shaped plasmas. The
high shaping factor of S = q95IP/(aPBT) ∼ 7, the aspect ratio
of A ∼ 2.7, the elongation of κx ∼ 1.9, the triangularity of
δx ∼ 0.5 are accessible as well as ITER and DEMO-like
shapes. Here q95, aP, and BT are the safety factor at 95% of
magnetic flux surface, plasma minor radius, and the toroidal
magnetic field respectively. These machine characteristics will

enable us to address the key physics issues for plasma phys-
ics and control studies in ITER and DEMO-relevant regimes
[1]. Here the DEMO represents a steady-state high normalized
beta (βN) reactor in this paper, for instance, Slim CS and JA
DEMO2014 [2]. On the other hand, operation regimes will be
explored as a broad spectrum of DEMO concepts around the
reference designs.

The JT-60SA tokamak was fully assembled in March 2020
and the Integrated Commissioning started in September 2020
with vacuum pumping of the vacuum vessel and cryostat
[3]. The toroidal and poloidal magnetic-filed coils reached a
superconducting level with very careful temperature control
in the coil systems to avoid the thermal stress. The full tor-
oidal magnetic field coil current of 25.7 kA (corresponded to
BT = 2.25 T at the plasma center) was sustained with a stable
coil temperature. Fast voltage control of ∼500 kV s−1 on the

2
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Table 1. Plan for research phases with key components.

NBI2

Phase P-NB N-NB ECRF3 Divertor First wall

Initial Research1 0 0 1.5 MW CFC upper4 Graphite and Stainless
Initial Research II
Initial Research III

6 MW
13.5MW

10 MW 3 MW Intertial cooled CFC CFC and Graphite

Integrated Research I 20 MW 7 MW Active cooled CFC
Integrated Research II Monoblock type tungsten Tungsten
Extended Research 24 MW TBD TBD
1 Main gas in the Initial Research Phase I is H, that in the latter phases is D.
2 Pulse length of P-NB and N-NB is 100 s, duty cycle is 1/30.
3 ECRF frequencies are 82, 110 and 138 GHz. Pulse length of ECRF is depend on the frequency and research phase (see [1] for more details).
4 Upper Divertor is used in the early of Initial Research Phase I, lower divertors will be equipped in the latter phases.

poloidal field coils were validated to be applied to plasma
breakdown and plasma shape control. Next steps are to demon-
strate plasma breakdown and optimization of equilibrium con-
trol up to Ip ∼ 2.5 MA in a divertor configuration using the
toroidal and poloidal superconducting coils. Electron cyclo-
tronwall cleaning operations will be also explored by scanning
the EC parameters, gas puff ratio, and horizontal magnetic
fields.

Plasma control schemes and operation scenarios have
been developed in many tokamaks by taking advantage of
these machine characteristics. The EAST, KSTAR and WEST
machines have developed long pulse operations with super-
conducting coils [4–6]. The JET, DIII-D, TCV machines
have explored high beta and/or steady-state physics [7–9].
ITER risk mitigation studies, such as disruption control,
edge localized mode (ELM) control, and divertor power and
particle handling schemes have been conducted in many
devices. The JT-60SA program will focus on scenario devel-
opment and risk mitigation in ITER and DEMO relevant
regimes. Modeling studies and subsystem feasibility stud-
ies have been carried out by the JT-60SA Research Units
to simulate the operation scenarios and key elements on
JT-60SA [10].

A logical sequence organized in different research phases
is shown in table 1 [1]. Heating power and divertor will be
enhanced according to the research phase. Initial Research
Phase I with hydrogen plasmas will concentrate on commis-
sioning of the plasma equilibrium controllability up to the full
plasma current. From the Initial Research Phase II with deu-
terium plasmas, the physics and controllability of ITER and
DEMO relevant high confinement and/or high beta plasmas
will be assessed by using benefits of the carbon wall condition,
to provide reliable theoretical models and control schemes
for ITER and DEMO. Risk mitigation studies for ITER and
DEMO will also be investigated with the high power and
enhanced subsystems. In the Integrated Research Phase I, a
compatibility of high density, high beta, high confinement and
radiative divertor will be explored using the upgraded power
and divertor performance. After the mission goal and major
objectives are achieved, both the materials of the first wall and

divertor will change to tungsten. The metal wall experiments
will begin in the Integrated Research Phase II to support the
ITER full power phase.

The paper presents the main results of preparatory studies
for the above-mentioned issues on JT-60SA and describes JT-
60SA contributions for ITER on plasma physics and first ITER
campaigns.

2. JT-60SA operation area

The main parameters of typical operation scenarios are shown
in table 2. The operation scenario (I) with full plasma cur-
rent of 5.5 MA, full auxiliary heating power of 41 MW, and
high shape (A = 2.51, κx = 1.87, δx = 0.50) is advantage-
ous for transport, MHD and pedestal studies because of the
large dynamic range of the collisionality, ν∗ and gyroradius,
ρ∗ in ITER and DEMO regimes. The maximum heating power
will be 41 MW with the negative-ion-based neutral beam
(N-NB) of 10 MW, positive ion based neutral beam (P-NB)
of 24 MW and electron cyclotron heating (ECH) of 7 MW.
The ITER standard scenario (II) and hybrid scenario (III) will
be developed at high plasma current around IP ≈ 3.5–4.6 MA,
BT ≈ 2.28 T and q95 ≈ 3.2–4.4with an ITER-like shape config-
uration (δx≈ 0.41, κx≈ 1.81). The hybrid scenario in JT-60SA
is associated with the ITER hybrid plasma (scenario 3) with
themain conditions of a weakly reversed shear (q > 1), q95 ∼ 4,
mild βN > 2, the non-inductive fraction of about 0.5, and
higherH98(y,2) > 1 without critical neo-classical tearing modes.
The steady-state high βN scenario (IV) will be developed at
medium plasma current of IP ≈ 2.3 MA, BT ≈ 1.72 T and
q95 ≈ 5.8 with a DEMO-like shape configuration (A ≈ 2.68,
δx ≈ 0.47, κx ≈ 1.90, S ≈ 7.0). The high-power long pulse of
about 100 s is compatible with the actively cooled divertor and
reduced heat flux onto the divertor of 10–15 MW m−2.

Tackling the scenario development for ITER and DEMO is
a high priority as well as the ITER risk mitigation in the Initial
Research Phase II. Both NB and electron cyclotron range of
frequency (ECRF) will be ready to be injected in long pulses
(up to 100 s). On the other hand, the pulse duration with high

3
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Table 2. Parameters of the main operation scenarios.

Parameters (I) Full Ip and full power (II) ITER like inductive (III) Hybrid (IV) High βN steady-state

Plasma current, IP (MA) 5.50 4.60 3.50 2.30
Toroidal magnetic field, BT (T) 2.25 2.28 2.28 1.72
Safety factor, q95 3.0 3.2 4.4 5.8
Major radius, RP (m) 2.96 2.93 2.93 2.97
Minor radius, a (m) 1.18 1.14 1.14 1.11
Aspect ratio, A 2.51 2.57 2.57 2.68
Elongation, κx 1.87 1.81 1.8 1.90
Triangularity, δx 0.50 0.41 0.41 0.47
Shape factor (=q95Ip/(aBt)) 6.3 5.7 5.9 7.0
Heating power, Paux (MW) 41 20 37 23
Flattop duration (s) 100 100 100 100
Volume averaged electron density (m−3) 5.6 × 1019 8.1 × 1019 6.2 × 1019 4.2 × 1019

Normalized density, ne/nGW 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.9
Confinement improvement, H98(y,2) 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.6
Normalized beta, βN 3.1 2.1 3.0 4.3
Bootstrap current fraction, f BS 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7
Plasma volume (m3) 131 122 122 124

Figure 1. Progress of operation regime development in plasma
current and sustained period. Gray arrows show machine capability
upgrades. Red circles show the typical operation scenarios with full
machine capability. Triangles, diamonds, and squares show the
scenarios as examples of possible scenarios within the machine
capability in Initial Research Phase II, Integrated Research Phase
and Extended Research Phase, respectively.

power heating will be limited by the allowable heat flux onto
the inertially cooled carbon fiber composite (CFC) divertor
plate (15 MW m−2 × 5 s). The duration could shorter than
the current diffusion time of the target ITER-like plasmas and
steady-state plasmas in JT-60SA. Thus, the main objective of
the Initial Research Phase II is to access the ITER standard-
plasmas, and high βN regimes above the no-wall ideal MHD
stability limits. Current ramp-up scenarios will be developed
by avoiding critical MHD modes and collapse in order to
obtain a q profile with target plasma parameters (βN H98y,2,
etc) of each scenario (figure 1). Then, the pulse duration and
plasma parameters will be expanded in the IntegratedResearch
Phase I where the inertial CFC divertors will be replaced by
actively cooled divertors.

Figure 2. (a) Non-dimensional plasma parameter regimes.
Transport experiment can be performed at ITER-relevant
normalized collisionality (ν∗), poloidal Larmor radius (ρp∗). JT-60U
(cloud) and JET hybrid plasmas (inverted triangles) are also shown.
(b) Volume averaged energetic ion beta, <βh>, versus the energetic
particles thermal velocity normalized to the Alfvén velocity, V f/VA.

The high heating power and high plasma current will also
enable us to study plasma physics and plasma controllability in

4
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the ITER and DEMO regimes of important non-dimensional
parameters: the normalized beta, the bootstrap current func-
tion, the normalized collisionality, the normalized Larmor
radius, and electron heating ratio in ITER- and DEMO-like
plasma shapes. Figure 2(a) shows an example of the nor-
malized parameters in JT-60SA comparing those in ITER
and DEMO. Core-edge transport and confinement studies
can be performed at ITER-relevant normalized collisional-
ity, poloidal Larmor radius, ρp∗ as well as in high βN and
dominant electron heating conditions. Although the ener-
getic ions in JT-60SA are mainly beam ions produced by
the N-NB, JT-60SA will provide important aspects of MeV-
class energetic particles physics in the ITER and DEMO-
relevant regimes, such as fast ion beta, βh and the ener-
getic particle thermal velocity, V f/VA as shown in figure 2(b).
The physics basis of high energy particles will be invest-
igated, for instance, energetic particle driven mode stud-
ies and energetic particle effects on transport and confine-
ment, in to contribute to ITER and DEMO operations and
modeling.

3. Plasma physics and control studies

3.1. Plasma start-up

The first target of the plasma control studies will be plasma
breakdown and equilibrium control up to the full-plasma cur-
rent using the superconducting central solenoid (CS) and equi-
librium field (EF) coils (figure 3(a)). Advanced computational
codes and control logics have been developed, such as pre-
magnetic optimization scheme for the breakdown, plasma
equilibrium control with isoflux scheme, control gain optimiz-
ation methods, and strategies for accessing stable operational
regimes.

A breakdown optimization method has been developed
based on the inverse reconstruction of the magnetic fluxes
using the external magnetic sensors [11]. The motivation of
this code development is to minimize the number of required
shots to optimize the magnetic flux distribution, even if the
passive structure model is different from the real one. The coil
voltage is calculated to minimize the gap between the target
and measured magnetic fields. Then, the coil voltage is given
as a modified command value. The inverse reconstruction
method is applied to JT-60SA under the conditions of CS coil
current of ICS = 6 kA, toroidal magnetic field of 2.42 T at the
center of the breakdown target, passive structures of vacuum
vessel, and 27 magnetic flux loops and 17 magnetic probes.
Figure 3(b) shows an example of a failure case due to the dif-
ference of the modeled passive structure with the real one.
The field null area of <10 G is very narrow as shown in the
hatched regions. Such a deviation can occur due to the com-
plex passive structure of the vacuum vessel, port, cryostat,
and so on. Figure 3(c) shows an optimized field null con-
figuration (FNC) calculated by this method. The mean devi-
ation of the stray field strength, ∆Bp in the breakdown target
region decreases with the number of iterations, n as shown in
figure 3(d). Here the requirement of the stray field is evalu-
ated less than 10 G. This means that the breakdown magnetic

Figure 3. (a) Poloidal coil location and a typical plasma
configuration in the early of the Initial Research Phase I. The
contours of the stray fields (b) before the iteration of the inverse
reconstruction method, and (c) after the 4th iteration. (d) The mean
deviation of the stray field strength, ∆BP in the breakdown target
region as a function of the number of iterations, n.

field can be optimized within a couple of shots. As the inverse
reconstruction method does not significantly depend on the
conducting structure, the inverse reconstruction method could
be applied to ITER.

5
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Figure 4. (a) Cross section and the ECH trace simulated by the
BKD0 and GRAY codes. (b) Comparison of the plasma current
build-up with and without ECH.

The ECH system will assist the plasma breakdown. The
effect of ECH on an FNC breakdown is estimated by the suite
of codes, BKD0, GRAY, and CREATE-BD [12]. EC waves
at the fundamental cyclotron frequency are injected from an
oblique upper port, and the power is absorbed through some
reflections as shown in figure 4(a). Here the ECH power, gyro-
tron frequency, prefill gas pressure and the magnetic field are
PEC = 0.5 MW, 82 GHz, 1.5 mPa, and BT = 2.25 T, respect-
ively, in the simulations. The plasma current at the build-up
phase increases with ECH compared to that without ECH as
shown in figure 4(b). The ECH-assisted start-up will expand
the breakdown regime to higher pressure, which is a strong
requirement at the first operation in any devices.

At the low prefill pressure side, the trapped particle config-
uration (TPC) can be favorable as demonstrated in the TST-2
tokamak [13]. Figure 5(a) shows the maximum plasma cur-
rent in the discharge started with the TPC and FNC in TST-2.
EC wave was injected with X-mode polarization from the out-
board side of the vacuum vessel at a frequency of 2.45 GHz
and source power of 5 kW. The maximum plasma current
in the discharge started in TPC tends to be higher in the
low prefill pressure compared to that in FNC. The low prefill
pressure would be beneficial to minimize the magnetic flux
consumption, which could result in pulse length extension. In
JT-60SA, a TPC with good up-down symmetry can be made
even with the horizontal asymmetry of the EF coil positions as
shown in figure 5(b). The EC resonance layer at R∼ 2.27 m is
selected to satisfy the required decay index for the rapid cur-
rent ramp-up [14]. Both the ohmic plasma and ECH-assisted
start-up methods assessed in JT-60SA can contribute to the
optimization of start-up scenarios in ITER.

The start-up produced runaway electrons (REs) could be a
problem sometime at the first operation of new devices [15].
According to an RE orbit analysis in the FNC with the stray
fields, the REs up to 10 MeV are confined at a plasma current
above 20 kA. In order to avoid such a runaway beam, the start-
up RE free area is estimated by the power balance modeling
in the INDEX-S code for JT-60SA start-up plasmas [16]. An
example of the plasma current ramp-up free of the RE current
with hydrogen prefill gas of 1 mPa is shown in figure 6(a).
After the plasma burn-through (t = 0.3 s), the volume aver-
aged electron density and temperature, the loop voltage, and
the plasma volume during the plasma current ramp-up phase

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the maximum plasma current in the
discharge started with the TPC and FNC as a function of the D2
prefill pressure in the TST-2 tokamak. Reproduced with
modification from figure 7(a) in [13]. (b) Example of TPC in
JT-60SA. The EC resonance is shown in red.

are ne = 2.5 × 1018 m−3, <Te ⩾ 0.12 keV, V loop = 2.1 V, and
45 m3, respectively. Figure 6(b) shows a parametric study of
generated RE current as a function of the prefill pressure and
the electron density and prefill pressure 1 s after the plasma
breakdown. Here the hydrogen recycling rate during the break-
down is also varied in a wide range (0.7–1.3) to simulate wall
pumping and fueling. It is found that the density build-up to
ne ∼ 1018–1019 m−3 will ensure the avoidance of the early
RE formation. ECH will be useful to avoid a failure of burn-
through at high prefill pressure with impurity radiation. Low-
density discharges with low prefill pressure (high Eϕ/p) also
need to be paid attention for the comping operation.

3.2. Equilibrium control

After successful plasma-start up, the next issue is the equilib-
rium control during the plasma current ramp-up phase in the
presence of a large eddy current. The plasma equilibrium will
be controlled by the isoflux scheme in JT-60SA [17]. In the
isoflux scheme, a proportional-integral derivative (PID) con-
trol is adopted for the plasma position or shape and plasma
current controls simultaneously. The equation consists of the
shape control part and the IP control part having six gains as
follows

δψS,PID = GSPδψS +GSI

ˆ
δψSdt+GSD

dψS

∂t

δψX,PID = GXPδψX +GXI

ˆ
δψXdt+GXD

dψX

∂t
. (1)

Here δψS and δψX are the residual flux values for posi-
tion/shape and IP controls, and GSP, GSI, GSD, GXP, GXI, and
GXD are PID control gains for the position/shape and IP con-
trols. The suffix ‘x’ stems from the link of the plasma current
control to the poloidal magnetic flux at a last closed flux sur-
face (ψX) as δψX =−LiδIp. Here Li is the internal inductance
[18]. The key point is to balance between the plasma shape and
plasma current controls within the available coil current and
voltage. An adaptive voltage allocation (AVA) scheme, which
adjusts the control gains automatically to avoid voltage satur-
ation, has been developed [18]. The coil voltage is given as
V = F(GS,AVAM+δψS,PID + GX,AVAM+δψX,PID), where F is
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Figure 6. (a) Time evolution of the plasma current, runaway
electron, and radiation power from the main gas (hydrogen) and
impurities (oxygen and carbon) simulated by the INDEX-S code for
a JT-60SA start-up scenario. (b) Start-up runaway electron free area
estimated by power balance modeling as functions of the electron
density and prefill pressure.

a function to transform the residual flux values to the power
supply voltages by using circuit equations. The gain, GS,AVA

is fixed as unity, and GX,AVA is automatically adjusted accord-
ing to the weight of the IP control to the position/shape con-
trol. Figure 7 shows simulations to assess the plasma control-
lability with and without the AVA scheme during the plasma
current ramp-up phase on JT-60SA. The position/shape con-
trol has higher priority than the IP control in this simulation
in order to avoid the vertical displacement event (VDE). The
GX,AVA is automatically reduced from 1 to 0.3 in order to
reduce the influence from the IP control to the position/shape
control. Although the control error of the plasma current with
the AVA scheme slightly increases compared with that without
the scheme, the plasma position control is clearly improved.

The equilibrium control will be investigated for long pulse
operation in JT-60SA to confirm equilibrium controllability
until flux consumption. The equilibrium reconstruction will
be identified by means of some measurements, such as Lang-
muir probes, soft x-ray array and so on. JT-60SA will provide

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of (a) the plasma current, (b) the
vertical position of the magnetic axis, (c) the automatically adjusted
gain, Gx,AVA. The green and red curves show the cases with and
without the adaptive voltage allocation (AVA) scheme, respectively.
The blue dashed line shows the reference (or command value) of the
plasma current.

accuracy of equilibrium reconstruction and control at long
pulse and flux consumption for ITER inductive operation.

3.3. For ITER and DEMO scenario development

Accessibility of the ITER and DEMO relevant plasma regimes
is explored by means of an integrated model GOTRESS+ [19]
which consists of the iterative transport solver as a kernel of
the integrated model, the equilibrium and current profile align-
ment code (ACCOME) and the neutral beam heating/current-
drive code (OFMC) as shown in figure 8. Both the safety
factor and ion temperature profiles are nearly converged after
four iterations. This integrated code predicts that an ITER-like
plasma regime of H98,y = 1.0, βN = 2.1, κx = 1.81, δx = 0.41,
fGW = 0.79 can be achieved with 20 MW of heating power
(PN-NB = 10 MW, PP-NB = 10 MW) at Ip = 4.6 MA
and BT = 2.3 T (the second scenario (II) in table 2). The
MHD stability of the converged profile is examined over the
entire profile by the MARG2D or MINERVA-DI code [20]
as post-processing. The DEMO-relevant steady-state regime
of βN = 4.3, H98,y = 1.6 and f BS = 0.68 is achievable
with 23 MW (PNBI = 16.0 MW and PECH = 7.0 MW) at
Ip = 2.3 MA and BT = 1.7 T. These results motivate the scen-
ario development for ITER and DEMO in the Initial Research
Phase II and the Integrated Research Phase I, respectively.

To access a hybrid plasma, the plasma current profile con-
trol during plasma current ramp-up is essential. In JT-60SA the
ECH power deposition location is controlled by changing the
steerable mirrors for fine-tuning of the plasma current profile.
In order to obtain the hybrid scenario in JT-60SA, favorable
ECH resonance and ECH power during the current ramp-up
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Figure 8. Flowchart of a GOTRESS+ simulation. Converging
process of the safety factor, q, and ion temperature, T i, profiles in the
GOTRESS+ simulation for an ITER-like scenario in JT-60SA. The
digits in the subfigures denote the iteration number for visibility.

phase are explored by using the integrated modeling code
CRONOS [21]. Figure 9 shows the current ramp-up scenario
simulation in an L-mode phase. Here the target plasma is set
to H98,y = 1.2, βN = 3.0, and q95 = 4.4 in Ip = 3.5 MA and
BT = 2.3 T (the third scenario (III) in table 2). The ECH power
with 138 GHz (second harmonic resonance) is injected from
the plasma breakdown, and the ECH power increases until the
L-H transition. The electron temperature becomes higher as
the ECH power deposition gets closer to the plasma center,
helping delay the plasma current penetration. On the other
hand, the on-axis ECH of ρ ∼ 0.23 pulls the center-q down
to less than unity. Here ρ is the normalized plasma radius.
The ECH absorption around ρ ∼ 0.33 allows a compromise
between the requirement of q > 1 and high central electron
temperature. The impact of the plasma current ramp-up rate
is also simulated. The ECH power required to obtain q > 1 is
greater by almost a factor of two when the current ramp up rate
is twice faster.

3.4. Physics studies on ITER and DEMO relevant regimes

To access steady-state plasma regimes, off-axis N-NBs will be
injected during current ramp-up phases in JT-60SA. This oper-
ation tends to induce MHD and resonant instabilities with a
steep gradient of the beam driven plasma current and fast ion
pressure. An exhaustive kinetic-hybrid MHD analysis using
the MEGA code had been performed [22]. In order to com-
pare and extend this analysis with gyrokinetic (GK) linear
simulations, an interface between the MEGA-generated EP
distribution functions and LIGKA has been developed [23].
Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) can be unstable over the
whole radius due to a weak damping of the TAEmodes during
the current ramp-up phase. The JT-60SA current ramp-up will
be a good testbed to validate and improve the code. Then the

Figure 9. Time evolutions of the plasma current and ECH power
simulated by the CRONOS code. (b) ECH power deposition
locations and the responses of (c) the safety factor and (d) the
electron temperature at t = 12.5 s.

code will provide validated evaluation of the heating and cur-
rent drive efficiency in the future machines, ITER and DEMO.

As mentioned in section 2 and figure 2, it will be one of the
important contributions to validate turbulence transport mod-
els by means of experiments in the ITER and DEMO-relevant
regimes. A preparatory study of the plasma shape sensitivity to
microturbulence instabilities has been investigated [24]. Here
the GK simulation code GS2 is used [25]. Figure 10 shows
the contour plot of the turbulence growth rates on the elonga-
tion and triangularity calculated by the GK stability analyses.
The nominal shape is indicated by the black cross. The kinetic
ballooning modes (KBMs) can be dominant due to the high
beta value and large pressure gradient. Here the modes are
identified by a step change in the real frequency of the ana-
lyses. If the elongation and/or triangularity increase, KBMs
can be stabilized. Another analysis on non-linear electrostatic
scans give an increase of the zonal flow energy with increasing
elongation. The trend reflects the reduction in the turbulent
transport with elongation. These theoretical analyses will be
repeated with measured density and temperature profiles. In
order to increase the understanding of the physics behind and
to strengthen the model validation, feasibility and design stud-
ies on the measurements of the fast ion losses [26] and fluc-
tuation covering the low-k to higher-k regimes [27–29] are
ongoing.

4. ITER risk mitigation

JT-60SA will play an important role in reducing the risks in
ITER operation, taking advantage of its characteristics, includ-
ing high plasma current, high heat and particle flux and low
collisionality. Control studies of the three major risks, namely
disruption, large ELMs and steady heat load to the divertor,
will be efficiently performed by exploiting the machine con-
ditions in each research phase. As most of the research items
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Figure 10. Counter plot of the maximum linear growth rates in the
elongation, κ and triangularity, δ analyzed by the CS2 code. The
fastest growing mode are KBMs for the simulated regimes of κ and
δ. The nominal value of a high β operation is shown by cross.

also relate to issues in DEMO, the risks of DEMO can be also
reduced through the ITER risk mitigation studies. This section
describes simulation studies on a VDE control, large ELM
control by pellet injection, and heat load handling by impurity
seeding.

4.1. VDE control

VDEs often cause or accompany disruptions. A control
scheme of VDEs has been developed with machine learn-
ing and the AVA scheme [18]. Figure 11 shows the time his-
tories of the plasma current, vertical position, vertical velo-
city and Gs,AVA in MECS simulations. Here Gs,AVA (defined in
section 3.2) is introduced to avoid a coil voltage saturation.
In other words,Gs,AVA represents voltage saturation rates (⩽1)
necessary to compensate the residual flux for position/shape
control. When a minor collapse with 1% of plasma current
happens, the amplitude of the vertical velocity increases and
Gs,AVA decreases. Then a downward VDE occurs as shown by
the dashed red lines in figure 11(b). The VDE direction is con-
trolled as indicated by the blue solid lines using the VDE con-
trol technique. By focusing on pre-VDE behaviors, namely the
increase in the vertical velocity and the decrease in Gs,AVA,
a machine learning algorithm is applied to the VDE predic-
tion using the vertical velocity, Gs,AVA, and the decay-index, n
as shown in figures 11(e) and (f). The VDE unstable region
shown in red is decoupled of the VDE stable traces shown
in black dots. The VDE predictor can be applied to ITER,
for instance, to give a favorable time of the shattered pel-
let injection in order to mitigate the VDE driven disruptions.
Also, the vertical stability controller can be used for deliber-
ate upward and downward VDEs in the electromagnetic load
testing [30].

Asymmetric and rotating VDEs might lead to large uncer-
tainties in the forces applied to the ITER vacuum vessel
and blanket. JT-60SA is well-suited to perform such VDE

Figure 11. Temporal evolution of (a) IP, (b) vertical position, Zax

and (c) velocity of current centroid, v, and (d) automatically
controlled gain for position and shape, Gs,AVA simulated by the
MECS code. Red dashed lines indicate a natural VDE, blue solid
lines indicate a controlled VDE. VDE predicted region (filled),
which are projected to (e) (decay index, n and v) and (f) (n,
GS,AVA) plane. Typical simulation data from IP ramp-up to flat-top
without VDE are also shown by dot points.

asymmetry studies. The halo current can be measured by
Rogowski coils installed under the CFC targets at some of the
36 divertor cassettes, distributed at the bottom of the vacuum
vessel. The long wall constant (τwall ≈ 65 ms), high energy
content (20 MJ), high plasma current (5.5 MA) and energetic
ions with 500 kV N-NB are beneficial to validate models and
simulation codes for the VDE and disruption studies.

4.2. ELM mitigation

The ELM control at low ν∗ will be developed to find regimes
which are compatible with favorable confinement and internal
transport barriers. The ELM controllability has been assessed
with linear and non-linear MHD codes when using mag-
netic perturbations [31] and pellets [32]. Recently, the pel-
let triggered ELM behavior has been simulated by the non-
linear code, JOREK [33–35] to find an optimized operational
window for the ELM mitigation in JT-60SA at IP = 5.5 MA,
BT = 2.25 T, Pin = 41 MW and single null divertor (the
first scenario (I) in table 2). When the pellets are injec-
ted from the high field side with an injection angle of 80◦

[36], a very localized expansion of ballooning mode struc-
tures appears together with the expansion of the pellet clouds.
Figures 12(a) and (b) show the density and potential contour
plots for the pellet triggered ELM and a spontaneous ELM,
respectively, at the time of maximum pellet ablation for the
pellet size of 1.5 × 1020 D. The ballooning mode structures
in the pedestal region during the pellet triggered ELM show
larger structures in the X-point region compared to the spon-
taneous ELM. This is due to the pellet cloud which is propag-
ated along the magnetic field line from the pellet injection
location. The pellet cloud creates the density and the pres-
sure perturbation, which contributes to the ballooning mode
structures [37].

The pellet injection time and pellet size are scanned at a
constant injection velocity of 400 m s−1 to carry out efficient
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Figure 12. Contour plots of density (colored) and potential (lined)
at (a) a pellet triggered ELM and (b) a spontaneous ELM at the
maximum pellet ablation rate with the pellet size of 1.5 × 1020 D
simulated by the JOREK code. (c) Time evolution of energy content
inside the separatrix during the pellet-triggered ELM with the pellet
sizes of 1.5 × 1020 D (red) and 0.8 × 1020 D (blue).

ELM mitigation experiments in JT-60SA. The pellet injection
time is more important than the pellet size. Both sizes of the
pellets of 0.8 × 1020 D and 1.5 × 1020 D trigger the ELMs
when those are injected just before the pre-ELM phase. This
is because the plasma is already approaching a spontaneous
ELM crash at the pre-ELM phase. The pellets reach the full
ablation at the radial position of ψN = 0.96 and ψN = 0.95
with the size of 0.8× 1020 D and 1.5× 1020 D pellets, respect-
ively. Here the pedestal top of is ψN = 0.93. Figure 12(c)
shows the time evolution of the energy content after the pellet
injection for the two pellet sizes. The ELM energy loss is about
1.6% of the total stored energy, that is smaller than the natural
ELM by about a factor of 5. On the other hand, no trigger is
predicted, even if the larger pellet of 1.5 × 1020 D is injected
in the post-ELM phase.

4.3. Heat load handling

The divertor heat load handling schemes by impurity seed-
ing are investigated in several cases. The low-density detached
regime will be explored by impurity compression. Simulation
codes will be validated bymeans of detached divertor observa-
tions in order to understand the physics and improve the pre-
dictive basis for ITER and DEMO.

A full-scale steady-state high β plasmawith radiative diver-
tor will be assessed in the metallic wall phase, i.e. in the
Integrated Research Phase II. On the other hand, the phys-
ics mechanism of the compatibility between high βN plasma
and radiative divertor can be studied in the carbon wall phase,
i.e. from the Initial Research Phase II. A simulation study
of multi-impurity seeding has been done with the integrated
divertor code SONIC [38]. Development of the steady-state
scenario is planned at medium plasma current of ≈2.3 MA,

Figure 13. (a) Profiles of the ion temperature, T i, the electron
temperature, Te, the safety factor, q simulated by the TOPICS code.
The electron density, ne is prescribed. (b) Computational grid of
SONIC in view of the divertor region of JT-60SA. Ar and Ne
injection is also indicated. Stacked radiation power of each impurity
species (c) in the inner divertor region, Prad,ID and (d) in the core
edge Prad,edge.

BT ≈ 1.72 T and q95 ≈ 5.8 with a DEMO-like shape con-
figuration of A ≈ 2.7, δx ≈ 0.47, κx ≈ 1.91, and S ≈ 7.0
(the forth scenario in table 2). The simulation indicates that
a higher radiation power in the divertor region and a lower
radiation power in the core-edge region can be realized with
the mixed-impurity seeding of Ar and Ne, rather than the Ar
only case. Figure 13 show the radiation power from the C, Ar
and Ne impurity species as a function of the Ne seeding rate
in the inner divertor and those in the plasma edge region. Here
a parametric survey of Ne seeding at a constant Ar puff rate of
0.2 Pa m3 s−1 is performed. The radiation power of Ar impur-
ity decreases with increasing Ne seeding rate in the core-edge
region. The mechanism stems from the change in the force
balance. In the Ar only seeding case, Ar impurities stagnate
at the top of the scrape-off layer (SOL) region. In the Ar and
Ne seeding case, the Ar impurities are transported to the inner
divertor region.

Edge and divertor modeling in the highest plasma cur-
rent case of IP = 5.5 MA, BT = 2.25 T, highest heat-
ing power of Pin = 41 MW, and low separatrix density of
ne,sep = 2.0 × 1019 m−3 (the first scenario in table 2) with
carbon wall have been performed with the SOLEDGE2D-
EIRENE code [39]. Figure 14 illustrates the divertor heat load
as a function of Ar seeding rate. Here the total heat flux to the
SOL region is given as a constant value of 30MW, and the car-
bon impurity radiation power is about 8 MW. The power heat
load onto the outer target decreases with increasing Ar influx
and reaches a target value of 10 MW m−2. The plasma purity
defined as the deuterium ion density divided by the electron
density, nD,sep/ne,sep at the separatrix remains around 70%–
80%; here the Zeff is around 2.8–3.1.
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Figure 14. Ar seeding rate dependence of the power heat flux at the
outer target. The heat flux decreases from 30 MW m−2 to the target
value of 10 MW m−2 with Ar seeding with a small increment of Zeff
at the separatrix.

Figure 15. Operational window of the technological limits for the
deuterium flux, ΓD and nitrogen flux, ΓN scans. Contour levels at
the separatrix density, ne,sep = 3 × 1019 m−3, the maximum heat
flux at divertors, P = 10 MW m−2 and the electron temperature at
the Te = 5 eV are respectively shown in black, red and white. Green
lines represent contour lines for f rad.

Compatibility of long-pulse high-βN and radiative plasmas
with metal plasma-facing components will be explored in the
Integrated Research Phase II. Assessment of divertor plasma
conditions with a tungsten wall in a high-density scenario of
nl = 1.0 × 1020 m−3 (fGW = 0.8 at IP = 5.5 MA) with the
injection power of 30 MW is made with the SOLPS-ITER
code suite [40]. Here nl is the line averaged density. Nitrogen
seeding is adopted, based on the cooling performance inmetal-
lic devices [41, 42]. The operation conditions to reach a criteria
of heat flux to the divertor of 10 MW m−2 and a detachment
divertor condition of Te < 5 eV are imposed for the auxiliary
power of 30 MW and the power flux through the separatrix of
20 MW. The operational window in terms of the nitrogen and
deuterium gas puffing rates is shown in figure 15. The opera-
tional window is delimited by the Te limit of 5 eV. The target
of power heat flux of 10 MW m−2 is fulfilled for most of the
region shown in figure 15. Relatively wide operation windows

for the separatrix density of ne,sep ∼ 3.0 × 1019 m−3, the
plasma radiation function of f rad ∼ 0.5–0.6, and Zeff,sep ∼ 2.5–
4.0 are obtained. The momentum loss caused by the colli-
sions between deuterium ions and deuterium molecules is the
main driver for detachment onset when the electron temperat-
ure becomes low enough to trigger the detachment.

5. Summary

JT-60SA will contribute to the early realization of fusion
energy by addressing key physics issues for ITER and DEMO.
Preparatory simulation studies about the plasma control for
the scenario development and risk mitigation on JT-60SA are
highlighted in this paper. The plasma breakdown optimization
has been investigated by the inverse reconstruction method,
ECH assist, and assessment of the start-up runaway free area.
The AVA logic is developed for the robust equilibrium control.
The favorable ECH deposition control during the IP ramp-up
phase is simulated to obtain a hybrid operation. To increase
the core confinement, microturbulence and fast ion driven
modes sensitivities to the plasma shape and kinetic profiles
are assessed using linear and non-linear GKor gyrofluid codes.
Some riskmitigationmethodologies have been designed: VDE
prediction and control using machine learning algorithms and
an AVA scheme, large ELMmitigation by pellets, and divertor
heat load handling by multi-impurity seeding. For these simu-
lations, the appropriate integrated simulation codes have been
developed. The major issues of the plasma physics and con-
trol studies will be performed in ITER and DEMO relevant
regimes by the JT-60SA Experiment Team in order to contrib-
ute to both ITER operation and DEMO design.
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